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Worth selling your
Granny for!

The iCADE is a flashback to the glory days of
gaming – it integrates your iPad into an authentic,
arcade-style cabinet complete with joystick and
buttons! The specially designed cradle ensures safe
loading and unloading of your iPad, while also
providing a solid, secure fit even during the most
intense game-play sessions. Furthermore, the cradle
offers an ideal screen-viewing angle and quickly
connects iCADE’s top-quality arcade controls directly
to your iPad wirelessly. iCADE is compatible with
100 Atari classics including Asteroids, Centipede
and Battlezone. This truly unique arcade cabinet
game-controller for iPad will provide hours of action
and nostalgic fun for years to come. This is going on
FOC’s Christmas list for sure!
www.iworldaustralia.com.au

As the digital revolution has made music
more widely available,
mobile and compact,
a good quality dock is
essential. The Acoustable Coffee Table
Sound System by
designers Jérôme Spriet and Wolfgang Bregentzer features a TEAC sound system
that provides 360 degrees of audio playback. By either USB or optional WiFi, your
laptop, iPhone and more can all connect to this table for an amplified audio experience. There are no visible technical elements, only the player and a remote, which
can both be stored in a built-in pocket. The shape and material of this table are
designed for acoustics, and the resulting look is both sleek and stylish.
www.acoustable.com
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Have you ever heard of a gadget that charges while
being used and doesn’t even need to be plugged
in? A group of designers from Korea have made this
possible. The Ecopad features “nano piezoelectricity
film” underneath the display that produces electricity and recharges itself each time the user presses the
touch screen. Users normally press their touch screen
over 10,000 times a day, and with the Ecopad, this
can now be converted into electricity to power this
revolutionary device.
www.fujitsu.com

Introducing the HiCan bed;
the sloth’s paradise. Not only
is the slick HiCan bed super
cosy and modern, it’s also
equipped with everything
you need to spend the rest
of your life as a media-consuming blob – or at least, be
extremely entertained on sick
days. This all-in-one bed and
entertainment centre has a
pull-down projection screen,
integrated gaming system,
built-in lights and even a
control panel that allows you
to adjust your home’s window shades and lighting. The
price tag of €42,000 puts this
amazing piece of furniture
firmly in daydream territory.
hi-can.com
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The BA-205 Audio is a compact
MP3 player and active speaker system
that is designed to allow you to
enjoy your favourite music safely and
conveniently whilst on the go. The
BA-205’s case, crafted from a single
piece of aluminium and finished in
vibrant colours, allows adequate
weatherproofing and high structural
integrity, making the BA-205 a reliable
companion for outdoor activities.
Available in a rainbow of colours, the
BA-205 can be used for exercising, as
a desktop speaker system or out and
about, whether raving at a festival or
enjoying a day on the beach.
www.podio.com.tw
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